In May 2016, it was suggested by the US athletes playing games of National Basketball Association (NBA) in television that the pain sensation might result from the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling. In this review, it is attempted to newly delineate the underlying neural pathways for this post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling. Based on the contemporary feedback neural circuits of pain transmission in spinal cord, it is summarized that the Aδ-and C-fibers relay the sensory noxious signals to the laminae I, II and V of dorsal spinal horn, and in turn activate the periaqueductal grey (PAG) in midbrain, which feedbacks via raphe to inhibit the nociceptive transmission of spinal cord. Herein it is newly added that, as extension of the contemporary feedback pain circuits, the neurons in laminae I and V of dorsal spinal horn as well as those in PAG can additionally activate the sympathetic outputs, completing the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling. It is emphasized that such nociceptive-sympathetic coupling would contribute at least partially to the pain sensation because of sympathetically maintained pain. It is also pointed out that the neurons in parabrachial area (PB) can concurrently relay the nociceptive inputs from spinal cord while regulating the respiration, coordinating the nociceptive and respiratory activities during pain sensation. Because both PAG and PB are below thalamus, it is speculated that these sympathetic and respiratory associations with pain are primitive and universal in evolution in vertebrates. It is expected to promote this hypothesis to revise the pain mechanisms in vertebrates and the relevant investigations in the future.
Introduction
On May 6, 2016, the US athletes playing games of National Basketball Association (NBA) suggested in television that the sensation of pain might result necessarily from the mechanism of post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling [1] . In this review, based on the achievements in neurobiology of pain up to now, it is attempted to delineate the underlying neural mechanisms for this post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling of pain sensation in vertebrates.
Method
To deal with such a big, important and complex topic, there is no better and more convincing way than integrative reviewing all relevant fields of studies. It is necessary to point out that meta-analysis fits investigation of a specific topic in a well-studied subfield, but not for integrative summarization from several fields of complex anatomic connections. Citing updated relevant reviews or, if not available, salient and repeated experimental results in subfields are the best method.
Papers were searched out from Pubmed and Baidu Xueshu, with such keywords as spinal pain, chronic pain, sympathetic pain, periaqueductal grey, parabrachial area, frog pain, fish pain, and so on. The updated relevant reviews in subfields were given priority to cite. If not available, relevant reviews were cited. If still unavailable, the salient and repeated experimental results of original articles in subfields were cited.
Summarization of Contemporary Nociceptive Feedback Circuits

The Noxious Afferents to the Spinal Cord
Pain is one of several sensations occurring following stimulation of skin or subcutaneous tissues. Pain results from the afferent activity of nociceptive system devoted to transmission and processing of noxious signals threatening the integrity of the body [2] [3] [4] . All sensory afferents are relayed first via the dorsal root (or posterior root) to the spinal cord with the primary afferent neurons located in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) [2] [3] [4] .
There are at least three types of sensory afferent fibers in the peripheral nervous system, the Aß-fibers, Aδ-fibers, and C-fibers, each of which responds to and relays different types of sensory information [2] [3] [4] . Aß-fibers are large in diameter and highly myelinated, low in activation thresholds and responsible [4] . Aδ-fibers are smaller in diameter and thinly myelinated, higher in activation thresholds and responsible for both thermal and mechanical information [2] [3] [4] . C-fibers are the smallest type of primary afferents and are unmyelinated, highest in thresholds for activation and responsible for detecting the specific "painful" nociceptive stimuli [2] [3] [4] . Both Aδ-and C-fibers possess nociceptors [3] [4], and can respond to noxious stimuli of mechanical, thermal, and chemical characteristics.
Most of the Aδ-fibers synapse onto the laminae I, II and V of dorsal horn in spinal cord [4] [5], while the C-fibers onto the laminae I and II [4] [5] . In lamina V, there is a type of neurons, termed wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons, which receives input from all Aß-fibers, Aδ-fibers, and C-fibers [4] . All of the neurons in laminae I, II and V in spinal dorsal horn relay nociceptive information ( Figure 1 ). 
The Periaqueductal Grey and Raphe Feedback
Addition of Sympathetic Effects of Pain to the Contemporary Nociceptive Circuits
The Sympathetic Effects of Pain
On May 6, 2016, in television many US athletes of NBA suggested that the sensation of pain might require the postsensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling [1] . Witnessing the television, Cai wrote a short highlight to briefly introduce their innovative hypothesis [1] .
Many evidences can support this hypothesis of NBA. 1) Both causalgia and reflex sympathetic dystrophy manifest as sympathetically maintained pain [9] [10].
2) The sprouting of sympathetic fibers into the sensory DRG after peripheral nerve injury supports the sympathetic involvement in pain sensation [11] [12]. 3) Sometimes the activation of cardiac/sympathetic reflex and the cardiac parasympathetic deactivation are observed following somatic stimuli during anesthetic surgery [13] , demonstrating the presence of subconscious sympathetic/parasympathetic regulation of pain. 4) The sensors and receptors mediating the nociception and pruritus are differentiated but somewhat overlapping with each other [14] [15], demonstrating the requirement of postsensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling for nociception.
The Link of PAG to the Sympathetic Effects of Pain
Many observations and results demonstrate that the activity of PAG in midbrain links to the associated sympathetic effects of pain. 1) It has just been reported that the muscular sympathetic nerve activity is coupled to the changes in brain activity notably that of PAG during sustained muscle pain [16] .
2) It has also recently been shown that the enhancement in tonic glutamatergic inputs from PAG to rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) contributes to the neuropathic pain-induced high blood pressure [17] .
3) It has been demonstrated that the cardiac sympathetic activation eliciting pain can activate the PAG, PB, dorsal raphe, and locus coeruleus (LC) in brain [18] .
Obviously, activation of PAG links to the associated sympathetic effects of pain, completing the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling (Figure 1 
The Direct Link of Spinal Lamina I and V to the Sympathetic Effects of Pain
Herein it is further added the widely neglected direct sympathetic link of pain via the neurons in lamina I of spinal dorsal horn receiving the nociceptive Aδand C-afferents as well as in lamina V receiving the Aδ-afferents. It was demonstrated that the sympathetic preganglionic neurons received afferents directly from the nociceptive lamina I [19] and V [20] in spinal dorsal horn. Besides, it was further demonstrated that the sympathetic preganglionic neurons could be activated by these nociceptive neurons in spinal dorsal horn [21] [22] (Figure 1) .
Obviously, activation of the sympathetic preganglionic neurons by lamina I and V in spinal dorsal horn directly links to the associated sympathetic effects of pain, substantiating the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling, even though such link has seldom been studied up to now and is required more investigations in future.
The Primitive Pain Coupling in Evolution of Vertebrates
The Link of PB to the Respiratory Effects of Pain
Noxious stimulation causing cutaneous nociception can elicit increase in breathing [23] . The nociceptive neurons in lamina I of spinal dorsal horn also send axons to the CVLM, PB and thalamus in addition to PAG [4] [5] [6] . It was reported that the pontine PB neurons contributed to the cutaneous nociceptor-induced increase in breathing [23] . Thus, corresponding to the link of PAG and spinal cord to the sympathetic effects of pain, the PB links to the associated respiratory effects of pain.
The Primitive Pain Coupling in Evolution of Vertebrates
Because the PAG, PB and raphe nuclei are all located in brain below thalamus, they are evolutionarily ancient and primitive in vertebrates. The PAG and spinal cord link to the associated sympathetic effects of pain, the PB to the respiratory effects, while the raphe 5-HT feedbacks to inhibit the spinal nociceptive transmission ( Figure 1) . Accordingly, the sympathetic/respiratory effects of pain and the 5-HT inhibition of spinal nociceptive transmission are all below thalamus and primitive in vertebrate evolution. [26] , demonstrating the involvement of both brain and spinal cord in pain perception in fish.
Progressions of pain research in fishes reveal that pain really exists in fishes
However, there is only gill rather than lung in fish, and accordingly the nociceptive effects of pontine PB neurons to breathing [23] may be different. The lung appeared after amphibians having emerged in evolution. It has been demonstrated that the nociceptors [27] as well as the Aδand C-fibers [27] [28] are present in frogs. Anatomically, these amphibian central nociceptive circuits are mainly related to spinal cord and their long loop reflexes to the midbrain and thalamus [27] .
Obviously, the nociceptive functions of midbrain and spinal cord were acquired early in vertebrate evolution even in fishes and amphibians. Because the PAG, PB and raphe nuclei are all located in the primitive brain below thalamus and ancient in vertebrate evolution, the relevant sympathetic effects of pain and the 5-HT feedback inhibition of spinal nociceptive transmission would speculatively both be ancient in evolution early in fishes and amphibians, which requires more investigations.
Discussions
In this review, based on the proposal of US athletes of NBA in television that the pain sensation might result necessarily from the postsensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling mechanism, it is attempted to delineate the related neural pathways to support this nociceptive-sympathetic coupling of pain sensation in vertebrates.
In the contemporary feedback neural circuits of pain transmission in spinal Open Access Library Journal pain must be coherent with the sensation of pain. In this regard, the nociceptive-sympathetic coupling would contribute to a portion of pain sensation. As evidence, both causalgia and reflex sympathetic dystrophy manifest as sympathetically maintained pain [9] [10] . Besides, the sprouting of sympathetic fibers into the sensory DRG after peripheral nerve injury further supports the sympathetic involvement in pain sensation [11] [12] . It is noted that some brain structures above thalamus are also involved in pain perception, such as the thalamus and cortex [3] , which may also contribute to the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling. However, these higher brain structures are gradually acquired during vertebrate evolution. The PAG, PB, raphe nuclei and spinal cord adopted in this article are all primitive below thalamus and ancient in vertebrate evolution. The demonstrations of pain in fishes and frogs reveal that both midbrain and spinal cord have acquired the nociceptive functions in these ancient vertebrates [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this regard, it is plausible to apply the neural pathways of post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling here even to the fishes and amphibians, and to make it universal to most vertebrate species.
Limitations
Even though this review supports the new post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling hypothesis of NBA for pain sensation, it only considers the primitive brain structures below thalamus of pain which are conserved in vertebrate evolution. The brain structures above thalamus, such as the thalamus and cortex [3] , are also involved in pain perception. Besides, beyond the nociceptive-sympathetic coupling, there may exist other additional mechanisms for pain sensation, such as cerebral neuronal plasticity as well for chronic pain [29] , and so on.
Conclusion
In this review, it is delineated the underlying neural pathways to support for the hypothetic post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling of NBA for pain sensation. The nociceptive neurons in laminae I and V of dorsal spinal horn as well as those in PAG can additionally activate the sympathetic outputs, so that they complete the post-sensory nociceptive-sympathetic coupling. These nociceptive-sympathetic coupling pathways would definitely contribute to a portion of pain sensation because of sympathetically maintained pain. Likewise, the PB associates with the post-sensory respiratory effects of pain. Because both PAG and PB are below thalamus and primitive, these sympathetic and respiratory associations in pain by both midbrain and spinal cord must be primitive and universal in vertebrate evolution, even plausibly acquired early in fishes and amphibians for the sympathetic effects while in amphibians for the respiratory effects of pain.
